To obtain worthwhile gains from massively parallel computers in the area of reservoir simulation we require a high degree of parallelisation and efficient treatment of data input and output.
Abstract
To obtain worthwhile gains from massively parallel computers in the area of reservoir simulation we require a high degree of parallelisation and efficient treatment of data input and output.
We discuss a domain-based approach in which the reservoir is split into areally defined domains, each treating its own celis and wells. A message passing protocol such as PVM is used as the programming model.
This requires a scalabie parallellinear solver. We use a nested factorisation solver for each domain with a black-white ordering in the overall matrix. On each domain the equations are solved by planes of cells -this enables latency problems to be overcome as data may be sent to the neighbouring domain as each plane is solved but is not required until the sweep is complete.
The solver supports IMPES, adaptive implicit (AlM), implicit saturation and fully implicit solution methods.
To avoid slowing the simulator for results output each domain only sends out information as messages to a master task. This may occupy a parallel machine node or a separate front end machine. It collects and collates the results whilst the simulation nodes continue working and can act as an interactive user interface to the reservoir model. The flexibility in the selection of domain boundaries enables these to be moved during the simulation to load balance the processors. A diffusion based method for doing this is described.
An alternative method of using such a master slave architecture exists -running a number of independent simulation realisations simultaneously. We discuss the advantages of combining these approaches.
Introduetion
We discuss the exploitation of parallel processing in However, nested factorisation is a highly recursive algorithm which is not immediately suitable for parallel processing. By using an areal division of the reservoir into domains and a black-white ordering of the planes of cells within the domains it is possible to generalise nested factorisation to obtain a scalabie parallel algorithm which maintains the absence of error terms in the vertical direction.
With a parallellinear solver in place, the remaining aspects of parallel decomposition may be considered. We wish to retain a single version of the code with a few compact routines to treat the parallel pro-Parallel Reservoir Simulation with Nested Factorisation ECMOR V, 1996 cessing mode. Compositional simulation is in some respects better adapted to parallel processing than black oil simulation, with a more even distribution of computing effort across the elements ofthe algorithm. The linear solver is generally less dominant, but the production system and the well model are more significant. We wish to parallelise the entire code including well and initialisation operations to obtain efficient performance on larger parallel systems.
To achieve this the entire simulation code is run on each processing element, but treating only its own section of the field. The only requirement for a master process is to launch the slave simulations, to send the input data and to collate the output. It is convenient to use the same program as master and slave, allowing the code to detect whether it is in master or slave mode on startup.
With a high degree of parallel decomposition the treatment of input and output becomes important. To prevent delays whilst each processor accesses the input data we read this into the master task and pass it via the message passing system to the individual processors. In the same way output results are sent back to the master from the processors and only assembied in the master.
This message passing architecture has a simple generalisation which applies to the engineering problems encountered in reservoir simulation. In parallel simulation each slave is sent a copy of the data and processes a dornain of the field. Alteratively, we may send different copies of the data and process the whole Sensitivity runs mayalso be performed to establish the effect of different modelling assumptions. This is a naturally parallel task which may be treated using the same message-passing approach. A large number of runs may be defined from a single data description and submitted to a set of processors in parallel (Ref. Highly parallel computers usually employ a distributed memory, with some attached to each processor. However, the message passing picture may be also used on hardware in which all the memory is genuinely available to all the processors equally.
A distributed memoryarchitecture thus requires that information be passed between processors as messages rather than by direct access to memory. In any computer system we can term the time taken to initiate this data access as latency which is a system dependent quantity. On shared memory systems the la- are delayed by latency and transfer times.
Structure of the Simulator
A reservoir simulator solves the equations governing the flow of hydrocarbon components and water within oil and gas reservoirs. In black oil mode there are just two components -stock tank oil and stock tank gas. In thermal mode there is an additional energy equation. The main computational sections are:
1. Oil and gas property evaluation from the cell composition.
Evaluation of flow rates between cells.
3. Evaluation ofwell injection and production rates. The usual nested factorisation preconditioning matrix IS:
i is a block diagonal matrix defined by:
B is used as a preconditioning matrix in a OR-THOMIN accelerated conjugate gradient linear solution scheme (Ref. 6). Colsum is an operator which sums the elements of a matrix in columns. The preconditioning is then similar to nested factorisation, except that black-white and white-black terms in both the 2-and 3-directions are included in the outer nesting:
We can express I as:
I=d-III-IUI
-colsum(I;)T-lu;
This preconditioning maintains the main feature of nested factorisation in having no error terms in the strong inner direction. The inner I-direction is always chosen as this dominant z-direction in the parallel case.
The computation of I is therefore a two step process which allows all the black planes to be processed in parallel followed by all the white planes in parallel.
i. Gamma sweep for black planes A similar two step process can be applied to both the forward and backwards sweeps over planes in the solution of the approximate inverse system.
Ex = (P + 11 + le).(l + p-l(u~+ ue))x = R
This is solved in two stages:
In the forward sweep we have: After treating the black planes a message passing operation is required to copy y-values on neighbouring domains into the overdimension cells to allow them to be 'seen' by the white planes.
In the backward sweep we have:
These are processed in reverse order, with the white planes first, and treating the planes in decreasing 3-index. After treating the white planes a message passing operation is required to copy x-values on neighbouring domains into the overdimension cells to allow them to be 'seen' by the black planes.
The parallel solver can thus be implemented in This processing time may be used to overcome the latency delay.
As only the solution values are copied over, and as all the matrix elements required for the colsum and back-substitution operations are held on the processors, several aspects of the simulator are automatically included in this solver:
1. Non-neighbour connections due to faults.
H. Local grid refinements contained within a smgle domain. Each local grid would be placed on the processor which contains the section of global grid in which it lies.
Ul. Matrix elements due to multiply completed wells contained within a single domain.
The same solver code can be used for the parallel al-"
gorithm as for normal nested factorisation, with two enhancements:
1. A permutation array is used to define the order" in which the 3-planes are treated.
H. A marker array is updated as each plane is processed. This enables the lower and upper bands to be located -a direction to a marked plane is lower on a forward sweep.
To obtain normal nested factorisation the permutation array is simply set to natural, rather than black-white, order. Each iteration of the parallel solver involves slightly less work than in normal nested factorisation as some 2-direction matrix elements are in the outer rather than the middle nesting and are swept once rather than twice per iteration.
Some results from tests of the linear solver are described in appendix 2.
Load Balancing
As the processes are synchronised after the prop- In parallel reservoir simulation a 3D grid is partitioned in the two horizontal directions into rectangular domains, each controlled by one processor. As the simulation progresses the workloads of each cell will change and the partitioning may be no longer suitable.
It may then be necessary to change the partitioning so that the work is more evenly distributed.
The diffusion-based scheme for dynamic load balancing uses the following iterative procedure:
1. Each processor Pi,j determines the total work for Ui,j for cells in its domain and receives correspon ding values from its neighbours.
11. Each processor determines the desired work diffusion in each of the four cartesian directions (diffusion across the grid outer boundary is zero).
For example, in the positive x direction:
lil. Each processor determines the local boundary shift 8Bfj' d = x, y, to achieve the required flow of work. These shifts are sent to the master processor.
IV. The master determines the required partition shifts as (for a Px by Py processor arrangement): 
Conclusions
A method has been described of parallelising an existing reservoir simulation code with minimal changes to the existing structure.
The entire decomposed code was implemented on the IBM SP2 parallel system.
Typical overall all speed ups were obtained of 4.6 on 6
processors and 10.6 on 16 processors. Typical problem sizes were 1600 cells with 9 components. The lack of 'ideal' parallel efficiency (a speed up of 6 on 6 processors etc) is due to three factors:
Residual load balancing errors 11 The additional cast of storing over-dimension cell values and forming the Jacobian blocks Aao and
Aoa

III
The additional linear iterations required by the parallellinear solver.
A generalisation of the nested factorisation solver allows the algorithm to scale well on parallel processors whilst maintaining the strengths of the original algorithm. Load balancing is an important issue and may be treated using a diffusion based dynamic balancing method.
Nomenclature
»:«; 
x=-A-1R
where -"1 is the J acobian aR/ aX. This is the linear equation system discussed in section 5.
The generalised mobility Mep and the capillary pressure Pep may be treated in three ways:
• Implicit case: The mobility and capillary pressure are a function of the solut ion at the end of the time step:
The resulting dependenee of the flows on all the unknown solution variables is reflected in the J acobian A: the band terms coupling the celis are full Ne + 2 by Ne + 2 submatrices.
• Explicit case: The mobility and capillary pres- Table 2 .
The in ere ase in linear iterations is 30%. Table 4 .
The inerease 20% inerease in iterations is similar to that for test 3.
